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The luminescence properties of barium borate phosphate phosphors doped with trivalent terbium ions and the effects of
codoping cerium and sodium ions on their emission characteristics were investigated. BaBPO5:Tb

3þ phosphors exhibit intense
green emissions upon excitation at 230 nm. The emissions can be assigned to various 5D4 ! 7FJ (J ¼ 3, 4, 5, and 6)
transitions of Tb3þ ions. Excitation in the 200–230 nm range in BaBPO5:Tb

3þ is ascribed to spin-allowed transitions. The
relatively weak excitation band at 268 nm is attributed to spin-forbidden transitions. The codoping of Ce3þ ions along with
Tb3þ in BaBPO5 results in Tb

3þ emissions and the quenching of Ce3þ emissions. Energy transfer from Ce3þ ions to Tb3þ ions
increases with an increase in Ce3þ content. The codoping of sodium ions in terbium and cerium ions-doped BaBPO5

phosphors leads to luminescence enhancement. This enhancement is attributed to the reduction in non-radiative losses. These
investigations reveal that the phosphors containing Tb3þ, Ce3þ, and Naþ ions in the BaBPO5 host have potential for
applications as green phosphors for tricolor lamps. [DOI: 10.1143/JJAP.45.2606]
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1. Introduction

The alkaline earth borophosphates MBPO5 (M ¼ Ca, Sr,
Ba) belong to the stillwellite-type compounds. It has been
found that the compounds MBPO5 share an isostructure that
contains the anionic units of BO4 and PO4 tetrahedra
connected by common corners. The arrangements of BO4

and PO4 are loop-branched chains.1) The spectroscopic
properties of rare-earth ions in different hosts in the vacuum
UV (VUV) range have attracted considerable attention in
recent years. The design of the phosphors for tricolor
fluorescent lamps is of great research interest. In particular,
terbium-ion-incorporated materials with a sharp green
emission with a typical 5D4 ! 7FJ (J ¼ 3; 4; 5; 6) transition
of Tb3þ ions and a predominant 5D4 ! 7F5 transition
peaking at around 545 nm are utilized as lamp phosphors,
CRT phosphors and X-ray imaging phosphors. Because of
the potential application of terbium-ion-doped phosphors in
illumination devices, a number of hosts such as borates,
oxysulphides, silicates, garnets and phosphates have
been investigated.2–9) In particular, LaPO4, Y2SiO5,
CeMgAl11O19, and GdMgB5O10 are some of the well-
established phosphor materials in the lamp industry. The
efficient green emission from these phosphors upon excita-
tion at 254 nm is based on energy transfer from Ce3þ ions to
Tb3þ ions.10–14) The importance of the energy transfer
process in these phosphors has resulted in investigations into
prospective host materials for activation with individual
terbium ions and codoping terbium ions along with cerium
ions.

Luminescence studies on new host materials activated
with terbium ions have been reported.15–19) These studies
also include phosphor materials based on Ce3þ- and Tb3þ-
codoped systems involving energy transfer.20–22) Few studies
involving the luminescence properties of activator ions, such
as Ce3þ, Eu2þ, and Sm2þ, in the host MBPO5 (M ¼ Ca, Sr,
Ba) have been investigated.23–29) Recently, the synthesis and
photoluminescence properties of Tb3þ-doped CaBPO5

30,31)

and BaBPO5
32) have been studied. The structural and

luminescence properties of these borophosphates suggest
that these phosphors are potential hosts for rare-earth ion
luminescence.

In this study, the luminescence properties of trivalent
terbium ions along with co-activators, such as Ce3þ and
Naþ, were investigated in a BaBPO5 host. The effect of
sodium was two fold, as it partially acted as the flux and
mainly as the barrier for reducing non-radiative transitions to
enhance the efficiency of phosphors. This study was also
intended to understand the luminescence and energy transfer
characteristics between the doped ions and the host matrix.
These results obtained reveal that BaBPO5:Tb

3þ, Ce3þ, and
Naþ phosphors have an intense green luminescence with an
intensity comparable to commercially known green lamp
phosphors.

2. Experimental

BaBPO5 phosphors were prepared using solid-state
reactions at high temperatures. For the preparation of
Ba1�mTbmBPO5, where m ¼ 0:005, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1,
reagent-grade BaCO3, Tb4O7, (NH4)2HPO4, and H3BO3

were thoroughly mixed in stoichiometric quantities by
grinding. Boric acid was added nearly 1wt% excess owing
to its loss during high-temperature synthesis. In addition to
Tb3þ ions, Naþ and Ce3þ ions were codoped in the host
matrix to investigate the energy transfer processes and
codoping effects. These phosphors were prepared by adding
appropriate quantities of Na2HPO4 and CeO2 to obtain
Ba1�x�yTbxCeyBPO5 and Ba1�x�y�zTbxCeyNazPO5 (x ¼
0:1, y ¼ 0:0005{0:01, and z ¼ 0:005{0:05). The corre-
sponding mixtures were initially heated at 400 �C for 2 h in
an air atmosphere. The phosphors were subsequently
prepared by heating at 900 �C for 4 h in air. To ensure
tetravalent terbium and cerium ions the conversion of into
the trivalent state, these samples were subjected to a
reduction treatment at 900 �C for 4 h in a mixed gas
atmosphere (95 vol% N2 and 5 vol% H2).

The crystal structures of the prepared powders were
examined via X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies using an X-
ray diffractometer (MAC M03 XHF). The XRD pattern
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analysis was performed to determine the chemical purity and
phase homogeneity of the prepared powders. A field
emission scanning electron microscope (SEM; Hitachi, S-
800) was used to observe the microstructure of the prepared
powders. Photoluminescence studies were conducted using a
fluorescence spectrometer (Hitachi, F-4500). All the meas-
urements were carried out, maintaining an excitation slit of
1 nm and emission slit of 2.5 nm with a power of 700V using
an Xe lamp (400W).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Luminescence characteristics of terbium-ion-doped
BaBPO5 phosphors

The XRD patterns of samples prepared via a solid-state
reaction are shown in Fig. 1. Figures 1(a)–1(d) illustrate the
XRD patterns for Ba0:995Tb0:005BPO5, Ba0:99Tb0:01BPO5,
Ba0:95Tb0:05BPO5 and Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5 heated at 900 �C for
4 h in reducing atmosphere (95 vol% N2 and 5 vol% H2),
respectively. These XRD patterns are similar to that reported
for the compound barium borophosphate.33) No secondary
phases were observed in any of the prepared phosphors.
These observations suggest that monophasic phosphors can
be synthesized via heating at 900 �C with terbium ions
replacing barium ions up to 10 at.%. The representative
XRD patterns obtained for the samples with codopants are
illustrated in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) for the Ba0:89Tb0:1Ce0:01-
BPO5 and Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5 samples. As illus-
trated in the figures, the XRD patterns obtained for these
phosphors matched that reported for BaBPO5. Since no
additional XRD peaks are observed in these samples as a
result of codoping terbium, cerium and sodium ions, it is
evident that the powders obtained by the solid-state syn-
thesis route are monophasic compounds.

Figure 2 illustrates the excitation spectra observed for a
543 nm emission in Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5. The inset shows the
excitation spectra in the 250–400 nm wavelength range. A
strong excitation (200–230 nm) along with a number of
weak excitation peaks (250–380 nm) was observed for Tb3þ

ions in the BaBPO5 host. Among the weak excitation peaks
illustrated in the inset, the excitation peak at 268 nm is

relatively intense. The excitation peak at 380 nm is due to
the 7F6 ! 5D3 transition. A number of weak excitation
peaks in the 280–375 nm region is due to transitions
between 7F6 and the various excited states belonging to the
f8 electronic configuration of Tb3þ ions.

A strong excitation band due to spin-allowed (4f8 !
4f75d1) transition and a relatively weak band at a lower
energy position due to spin-forbidden transition (4f8 !
4f75d1) have been reported for Tb3þ ions.34–36) The strong
excitation bands in the 200–230 nm region and the relatively
weak band at 268 nm in Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5, as illustrated in
Fig. 2, are probably due to the spin-allowed and spin-
forbidden transitions of Tb3þ ions involving the 4f8 and
4f75d electronic configurations in the ground and excited
states, respectively. This confirms the report on Ba0:97-
Tb0:03BPO5:Tb

3þ.32)

Figure 3(a) illustrates the emission spectra for Ba0:9-
Tb0:1BPO5 in the 475–650 nm range obtained on 268 nm
excitation. The emissions from Tb3þ ions occurring at 490,
543, 587, and 620 nm are due to the 5D4 ! 7F6,

5D4 ! 7F5,
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns for powders prepared by heating at 900 �C for 4 h in

reducing atmosphere: (a) Ba0:995Tb0:005BPO5, (b) Ba0:99Tb0:01BPO5, (c)

Ba0:95Tb0:05BPO5, (d) Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5, (e) Ba0:89Tb0:1Ce0:01BPO5, and

(f) Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5.
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5D4 ! 7F4, and 5D4 ! 7F3 transitions, respectively.
Figure 3(b) illustrates the emission intensity at 543 nm for
Ba1�mTbmBPO5 on 268 nm excitation. The peak intensity
increases with the Tb3þ ion concentration in the Ba1�m-
TbmBPO5 samples. The results suggest that concentration
quenching does not occur for the green emission from the
terbium-ion-doped BaBPO5 up to 10 at.% substitution.

3.2 Energy Transfer from Ce3þ ions to Tb3þ ions in
BaBPO5

Figure 4 illustrates the excitation (�em ¼ 314 nm) and
emission (�ex ¼ 275 nm) spectra for Ce3þ ions in (I) Ba0:99-
Ce0:01BPO5, (II) Ba0:89Tb0:1Ce0:01BPO5, (III) Ba0:94Ce0:01-
Na0:05BPO5, and (IV) Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5 phos-
phors. It is observed that the excitation spectra of all samples
show intense and broad excitation peaks at 275 and 237 nm,
while the emission spectra of these samples reveal an
emission peak at 320 nm. Figure 5 illustrates the excitation
(�em ¼ 380 nm) and emission (�ex ¼ 315 nm) spectra for
Ce3þ ions in (I) Ba0:99Ce0:01BPO5, (II) Ba0:89Tb0:1Ce0:01-
BPO5, (III) Ba0:94Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5, and (IV) Ba0:84Tb0:1-
Ce0:01Na:05BPO5 phosphors. The excitation spectra of these
samples show a broad peak at 315 nm along with shoulder-
like peaks at 274 and 237 nm. The emission spectra reveal a
broad emission occurring at 380 nm.

The characteristic emission at 320 nm with excitation
peaks at 237 and 275 nm, and the emission at 380 nm with
excitation peaks at 315, 274, and 237 nm occur for the
cerium-ion-doped BaBPO5 samples. The incorporation of
Ce3þ ions at the Ba2þ sites in the BaBPO5 host requires the
formation of charge compensatory vacancies to preserve the
charge balance. Three Ba2þ ions can be replaced by two
Ce3þ ions at barium sites, leaving one vacant Ba2þ site. This
results in two different sites for Ce3þ ions in BaBPO5,

depending on whether such charge compensatory vacancies
are associated with Ce3þ ions or not. In strontium borate and
strontium halo borate, the emission at a short wavelength is
ascribed to Ce3þ ions located at the Sr2þ sites without the
involvement of an associated charge compensatory vacancy.
The emission at a long wavelength is attributed to Ce3þ ions
associated with the charge compensatory vacancy.37,38) In
view of these conditions, the emission of Ce3þ ions observed
at 320 nm can be attributed to Ce3þ ions occupying Ba2þ

sites without an associated charge compensatory vacancy
(Site I). Conversely, the emission at 380 nm observed upon
long wavelength excitation (315 nm) can be attributed to
Ce3þ ions occupying Ba2þ sites with an associated charge
compensatory vacancy (Site II).39)

As illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, when terbium ions are
codoped with cerium ions, the emission from Ce3þ ions
decreases. On the other hand, codoping sodium along with
cerium ions increases the emission due to Ce3þ ions. In
comparison with curve III-b with IV-b in Figs. 4 and 5, it is
also observed that the addition of Tb3þ ions to Ce3þ- and
Naþ-codoped phosphors results in the quenching of Ce3þ

emissions. In comparison with curve II-b with IV-b in
Figs. 4 and 5, the addition of Naþ ions to Ce3þ- and Tb3þ-
codoped phosphors results in Ce3þ emission enhancement.
These results are discussed in the next section.

Figure 6 illustrates the excitation spectra recorded for
543 nm emissions for (a) Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5, (b) Ba0:89Tb0:1-
Ce0:01BPO5, (c) Ba0:885Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:005BPO5, and (d)
Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5 phosphors. The excitation
spectra are identical for all samples in the 350–400 nm
range. The excitation peaks occurring at 275 and 315 nm in
Ce3þ-codoped samples are intense, broad and similar to
those of Ce3þ ions at two different sites observed in
Ba0:99Ce0:01BPO5, as discussed earlier. These observations
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clearly suggest energy transfer from Ce3þ ions present at
both sites to terbium ions in the phosphors. Similar to the
Ce3þ ion substitution case at Ba2þ sites in BaBPO5, Tb

3þ

ions are also expected to enter two distinct sites in the
BaBPO5 matrix owing to the incorporation of a charge
compensatory vacancy. However, because of the shielding
of 4f8 electrons from terbium ions from the anionic
environment and low resolution of the spectrometer, f ! f
transitions do not reveal any notable difference in the
Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5 excitation spectra. As shown in Figs. 4 and
5, the intensity of Ce3þ emissions (380 and 320 nm) is
considerably reduced in Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5 in
comparison with that in Ba0:94Ce0:01Na:05BPO5. In Ba0:89-
Tb0:1Ce0:01BPO5, a similar quenching of Ce3þ emissions is
also observed on codoping Tb3þ ions along with Ce3þ ions.
The results illustrated in Figs. 4–6 reveal that the quenching
of Ce3þ emissions is associated with the transfer of energy to
terbium ions in the codoped phosphors.

3.3 Effects of Naþ ion codoping on luminescence proper-
ties

Figure 7 illustrates the emission spectra on 254 nm
excitation observed for Ba0:9�y�zTb0:1CeyNazBPO5 phos-
phors. Nearly negligible emissions are observed for the
Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5 phosphor [curve I in Fig. 7(b)]. As shown in
curve I in Fig. 7(a) and curves II and III in Fig. 7(b), the
emission from Tb3þ ions increases in Ba0:9�yTb0:1CeyBPO5

phosphors, whereas the amount of codoped Ce3þ ions varies
in the 0.0005 to 0.01 range, when the Tb3þ concentration is
maintained constant at 0.1. Curves II and III in Fig. 7(a)
illustrate the emission spectra for Ba0:885Tb0:1Ce0:01-
Na0:005BPO5 and Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5, respectively.
The emission intensity markedly increases as a result of
codoping sodium ions along with Ce3þ and Tb3þ ions in the
phosphors. Among the spectra illustrated in Fig. 7(b)
containing identical amounts of terbium ions, the most
intense emission due to Tb3þ ions is observed in
Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5.

To understand the effects of codoping on the energy
transfer and luminescence properties, the ratio of the
emission intensity of the 543 nm peak on 254 nm excitation

for Ba0:9�y�zTb0:1CeyNazBPO5 to that for Ba0:9Tb0:1BPO5 is
determined and illustrated in Fig. 8. As a result of codoping
Ce3þ and Tb3þ ions, the emission intensity ratio (Isample=
IBa0:9Tb0:1BPO5

) increases with increasing Ce3þ ion concen-
tration. The energy transfer occurs in the majority of cases
through electric multipolar interactions. Depending on the
type of multipolar interaction involved in the process, the
energy transfer depends on the distance (R) between the two
ions. The probability of energy transfer reveals an R�n

dependence, in which the n value depends on the type of
multipolar interaction.40) The total increase in energy trans-
fer from Ce3þ ions to Tb3þ ions with increasing Ce3þ ion
concentration in the phosphors is related to the decreasing
distance between Ce3þ and Tb3þ ions.

The additional codoping of sodium ions along with Ce3þ

and Tb3þ ions is observed to enhance the luminescence of
Tb3þ ions. Similar enhancement in the luminescence of
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Ce3þ ions is observed on codoping Naþ ions (Figs. 4 and 5).
The luminescence enhancement in these phosphors can
occur due to several reasons: (a) energy transfer, (b)
reduction in non-radiative transitions and (c) increased
concentration of emitting ions. One of the requirements for
the energy transfer to occur is the matching of energy levels
for the two ions involved. In the case of Naþ ions, because
of their closed shell configuration, Naþ ions cannot attain
matching energy levels with Tb3þ and Ce3þ ions. The
increase in the luminescence intensity of Ce3þ ions due to
monovalent lithium ion codoping has been reported in
lanthanum phosphate and is ascribed to the energy transfer
from Ce4þ ions to Ce3þ ions facilitated by codoping.41)

Since most of the Ce4þ ions are reduced to Ce3þ ions during
the reduction heat treatment, the absence of Ce4þ ions in the
samples prepared in the reducing atmosphere rules out the
possibility of energy transfer from Ce4þ ions to Ce3þ ions.
Therefore, the increase in luminescence on codoping Naþ

ions with Ce3þ and Tb3þ ions in BaBPO5 is most probably
due to the reduction in non-radiative energy losses. Figure 9
shows the scanning electron micrographs of (a) Ba0:89Tb0:1-
Ce0:01BPO5 and (b) Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5 heated at
900 �C for 4 h in reducing atmosphere. The effect of sodium
ions is not considerably pronounced in changing the
morphology and particle size of the samples; hence, we
cannot solely attribute the enhanced efficiency to the sodium
ions as a flux, as reported by Ding et al. for lithium ions,20)

rather to the effect of reducing non-radiative transitions as
mentioned above. We also compare the luminescence of our
samples with that of the commercial LaPO4 phosphor.
Figure 10 shows the photoluminescence properties of
Ba0:84Tb0:1Ce0:01Na0:05BPO5 and commercial LaPO4 (exci-
tation wavelength = 315 nm). As can be clearly seen, the
brightness of the samples synthesized in our group is
comparable to that of the commercial samples. The relative
quantum efficiency of the sample is measured as follows.42)

QESample ¼
Integrated emission of sample� QELaPO4

Integrated emission of LaPO4

QE is the quantum efficiency of the phosphor. The measured
quantum efficiency of the sodium-doped sample is 0.56 in
comparison with that of the commercial LaPO4, which is
0.86 in the above-mentioned equation.

4. Conclusions

The luminescence properties of Tb3þ doped in a BaBPO5

host were investigated in this study. The energy transfer on
codoping Ce3þ and Tb3þ ions and the luminescence proper-
ties on codoping with Naþ ions were also investigated.
BaBPO5:Tb

3þ shows luminescence arising due to various
5D4 ! 7FJ (J ¼ 3, 4, 5, and 6) transitions. The excitation in
the 200–230 nm range in BaBPO5:Tb

3þ is ascribed to spin-
allowed transitions. The relatively weak excitation band at
268 nm is related to spin-forbidden transitions. As a result of
codoping Ce3þ ions, an additional intense excitation occurs
in the 250–350 nm range due to energy transfer, as shown in
the excitation spectra of Tb3þ ions. The energy transfer from
Ce3þ ions to Tb3þ ions also results in quenching Ce3þ

emissions in the phosphors. Codoping sodium ions in the
phosphors is observed to enhance the luminescence, prob-
ably due to the reduction in non-radiative energy transfer.
The phosphors containing Tb3þ, Ce3þ, and Naþ ions in the
BaBPO5 host have potential for applications as green
phosphors for tricolor lamps.
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